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    1. Let R2 be a two-dimensional space with a projective con-
nexion IIBcti dxi (a, i?=O, 1, 2; IJT,t•==6:). The triangle of reference

[C, Ci, C2] in a projective plane S2 which moves along the develop-
ment of a curve L drawn on jR2 is defined by

    (i•o IddcC,:-=-diia,//.ie'b.' (i-i,2;coEec)•

    Consider another space R, with a projective connexion. The
spaces .R2 and RiS will be said to be projectively deformable to
each orther, if we can realize a one to one correspondence between
     ethe points of these spaces in the following manner.
    Let 114 and M' be any two corresponding points on R2 and
Il-: respectively. Develop any homologous curves L and L' pass-
'ing through Mand M' respectively, taking a point C on S2 as the
common image of M and M', and giving at this point a common
initial position to the moving frames of reference which move along
the developments of L and L' respectively. ,Take, ih the vicinity
of C, two homologous points P and Q on these developments.
Then the ecart [PQ] is an infinitesimal of the third order at least
with regard to the ecart [CP].
   Choose the coordinates of the,generating points of h'e and RE
in such way that the corresponding points are determined by the
same values of the coordinates x'i. Let Ile'i"dxi be the connexion
for n6. Then, the condition of the projective deformability of R:,
to R6 is written

            Il,,,i+ I],2.i -=I:.g+ IT,E (l, i, i--- 1, 2). .

   We see therefore that if two spaces R2 and,ft4 are projectively
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deformable to each other, the geodesic lines are in corresPondence,
and that if two spaces with normal projective connexion are pro-
jectively deformable to each other, they are equivalent.

   We can niake the giyen connexion r.:' dxi symmetry without
changing the geodesic lines. We shall suppose hereafter that this
transformation is previously made, namely, we have

            P,ct, -- 1}ct, (tt=O, 1, 2; i, 7'=1, 2).

   2. The space R2 Can be plunged into a four-dimensional pro-
jective space S.i in such way that the space R2 becomes a ruled
surface V., in S.i, and that the osculating planes at a point P of
this surface to various curves on the surface passing through P
are not all contained in a three-dimenslonal projective space. We
can take any ooi geodesic lines of k'n- as the lines becoming the
generating lines of Vo-. If we designate these geodesic lines, the
surface VoN depends on eight arbitrary functions of an argumenti.
   Choose the coordinates xi, x2 so that the coi geodesic lines 'ti
question are given by,.x-"=const. Then we have rt2i=:O. Consider,
in S4, a moving frame of reference [A, Ai, A2, A,i, A.i] which
depends on the parameters .r', .xÅí.N '
   Let

            dAe= HeiA: (o=:O, 1, 2, 3, 4)

be the system of equations defining the movement of this frame2.
If the Vertex A describes the surface V-h as the frame moves, we
can niake

     H.e, == Prf, (ri, i? == O, 1, 2), H,1,i =: U,ii =O (P == 3, 4),

         u     Hl;,==Rfi,• (x?=O,1,2), H[t,?==lll-P,2., Hi,ii=O,

                 t.     Hlii=R2il,,+,BI,//', H.;=I7,l-n"-,;+ff,,;,- ff.,1i=Ir,:.+H,,:,,

               '                        '
while H.Ti are determined by the normal system of partial differen-
tial equations :
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  2. We denote by a, B, r the surMxes which take the values O, 1,2; by h, i, 1', k,
l, 7n those which take the values 1, 2; by a, r, p those which take the values O, 1, 2,

3, 4; by P, q, r thofe which take the values 3, 4.
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    (2•i) . -bi;l-llix--,pli'=:--O-oil-Il.,ii+H,{rH,""•t-H.L;H,-'",.

    The tangent planes of the ruled surface V-) along the generat-
ing line AAi determine the hyper-plane 1/=AAiA,•A:t. We shall
call it tangent hyper-plane along AAi of [xT:. The position of this
tangent hyper-plane depends only on the parameter x"'. When this
parameter varies, the hyper-plane II is enveloped by a developable
hyper-surface of which the characteristic js the plane determined
by the points

                    A, Ai, A:imH:t2Au.

    The surface V,• is therfore contained in this developable hyper-
surface, and the characteristic is the tangent plane of V-, at the

                      E= Ai-H•s'iA•

    We shall name it stationary Point, for it remains unchanged
when the parameter .xi varies. Th.e three hyper-planes IJ,dll,d2ll
intersect at a line l passing through E, while the four hyper-planes
I/, d/l, d2ll, d'lt' intersect at a point Ei on l, which will be called

cztsPidal Point. When the point A describes the ruled surface V-,,
the cuspidal point Et describes a curve which will be called edge
of regression, and consequently the tangent lto this curve at Ei
describes a ruled surface U,•. The osculating plane to the edge of
regression at Ei is the characteristic of the envelope of the tangent
hyper-pl.a.ne ll of V-, along the generating line AAi. This plane
touches U,] along l and touches VÅ} at the stationary point E.

    3. Consider a particular point A on V-). We may suppose
that xi =O, xL2=O for this point. The vertices A:, A2 of the frame
LA, Ai, A,,, A,,, A•i] lie on the tangent plane of V,• at the point A.

If we develop any curve drawn from a point C on V-, into the
tangent plane S2 at C, defining the moving frame [C, Ci, C,,] by
means of the equati'ons (1•1), and giving initial values so that C.==

A.(u.==O, 1, 2) for 'x;=x2=O, the points C.+rzC. are obtained by
projecting the points A.+dA. from the line A:Ai. We shall name
this line axis o.fP2'ojection.

   Remarking that w•e can determine the integrals H,S" of the
system of partial differential equations (2•1) by giving arbitrarily
the functions (/,,L•(.ftF) to which H.1j 4re reduced for xi=O, we can
prove the following proposition.

!
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   The space R,, can be so plunged in S4 that it becomesaruled
surface V., passing throUgh a point A arbitrarily given in S4 and,
at this point, the characteristic of the envelope of the tangent
hyper-plane along the generating line intersects the axis of projec-
tions in hV4, the point of intersection becoming the cuspidal point..

   Let .RC• be a space which is projectively deformable to Me2.
Take the coordinates so that the corresponding points are deter-
mined by the same' values of the parameters. Plunge algo k'•C, into

S" in the above said way, giving to the moving frames acommon
initial position for xi= x`-'=O. '

   Tlzen the lzomologoecs stationary Points E and E' ai'e in •coinci-
dence for x' --x`' =O, but the tangents at these Points to tl2e loci of the

stationary Points are dz:fifereizt. VVe 7nay choose the sPace li'.I so that

the inngent to the locrts on• V-o' becOmes an arbitfaf'ily given line

th7oztgh E on the Plane AAiA3.


